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information please review our privacy policy.OKWHAT IS ADOM? ADOM is a web-based application to
run the ADOM engine on Linux and Mac OS X. Start ADOM Engine Many systems on the web need to
run ADOM on the server side. ADOM is one of the tools most people know about. It is an
implementation of the Asynchronous domain object model (ADOM) based on the XQuery XML data
model and utilizes Google Gears technology for client-side support. ADOM generates objects and
queries from XML documents, which makes it a very powerful way to create new views for web
applications that can handle multiple views of the same data. Install ADOM You can download it from
NuGet or the ADOM website. Create ADOM object ADOM objects are a collection of data that the user
can query. You create an ADOM object using createObject() and then put() the data into it. Your code
should resemble the following: var object = new ADOM.Engine.Object(); object.createObject({ xml:
document, type: 'user' }); You can also access the data: var object = new ADOM.Engine.Object();
object.get( 'User', 'xName', true ); Get an Element With an object representing an XML document,
you can get specific information from it. ADOM supports XML namespaces, so you must specify the
namespace URI, if it is not specified, the default namespace is assumed. Here's an example: var
object = new ADOM.Engine.Object(); // create an object object.createObject({ xml: document, type:
'person' }); // get a new element object.get( 'person', 'name', true,
'urn:adom:namespace:uri:com:example', true ); Query an Element Query an element. ADOM
supports the IComplexSelector interface, so you need to use it to do the select. Here is an example:
var object = new ADOM.Engine.Object(); // create a selector object.createComplexSelector({ mgr:
'urn:adom:namespace:
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